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girl. When we found her a little over a year ago, we were not ready. It was late and we had already been beaten
down with a couple of new born babies, and our lives were moved in a different direction. We didn't know what to
expect. We just found her in a box. It was a huge moment for us, but we needed a little more time to adjust to the
idea that we had finally become parents. When we took her to the doctor he said "She's ready now!" She's been
perfectly adjusted to life in our home. She is such a sweet, happy and well adjusted baby. She is such a much loved
part of our family. She has taught us so much in such a short time. She helps us to remember to be kind, be patient
and to enjoy every moment of our family life. She's here for a reason, she was created for a reason and we are
thankful to God for her.Q: How to make @keyframes transition works I would like to use CSS transition on my link. I
see transition works fine on div but not on link. I've tried to add a classname with state change to link when the link
is clicked on. It works but transition don't work anymore. Here is the link : A: You need to add the transition to the
links as well. ... The animation will work because the span is directly attached to the link, so it is also getting the
transition .transition > span { transition: all 0.5s ease; } CSS Transition - All means all properties (within the span)
get transitioned, not just the declared properties (color, for example). Q: How to update a column in a one-to-many
relationship on source record without
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